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Important Notices and Disclaimer
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This company presentation (“Presentation”) has been prepared by Oldfields Holdings Limited ABN 92 000 307 988 “OLH”, “Oldfields”, or “the Company”)

Summary information: This Presentation contains summary information about OLH and its related bodies corporate and their activities, which is current as at the date of this Presentation.  
The information is of a general nature and does not purport to be complete. OLH, its directors, officers and advisers (“Associates”) have used reasonable endeavours to ensure that the 
information contained in this Presentation is not misleading but they give no representation or warranty (express or implied) in this regard and, to the extent permitted by law, accept no 
responsibility for any loss, damage, cost or expense (whether direct, or indirect, consequential, exceptional or special damages including but not limited to loss of revenue, profits, time, 
goodwill, data, anticipated savings, opportunity, business reputation, future reputation, production or profit, any delay costs, economic loss or damage) that any person may sustain as a 
result of reliance on this Presentation or as a result of any error, omission or misrepresentation in this Presentation. None of the information contained in this Presentation has been 
independently verified by a third party.

Third party information and market data: This Presentation contains information that has been derived from publicly available sources or third party surveys that have not been 
independently verified by OLH. No representation or warranty is made as to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information.

Not financial product or investment advice: This Presentation is for information purposes only and is not a prospectus, product disclosure statement or other offer document under 
Australian law or the law of any other jurisdiction. This Presentation is not financial product or investment advice, a recommendation to acquire OLH securities, or accounting, legal or tax 
advice. It has been prepared without taking into account the objectives, financial or tax situation or needs of individuals. Before making any investment decision, prospective investors should 
consider the appropriateness of the information having regard to their own objectives, financial and tax situation and needs, and obtain appropriate independent professional advice. OLH is 
not licensed to provide financial product or other advice in respect of OLH securities. This Presentation should not be relied upon as a recommendation by OLH with respect to any 
investment in OLH securities.

Past performance: The historical information in this Presentation is, or is based upon, information that has been released to the Australian Securities Exchange (“ASX”). This Presentation 
should be read in conjunction with OLH’s other periodic and continuous disclosure announcements lodged with the ASX, which are available at www.asx.com.au. Past performance 
information given in this Presentation is for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as (and it is not) an indication of OLH’s views on its future financial performance or 
condition. Investors should note that past performance of OLH or any of its related bodies corporate cannot be relied upon as an indicator of future OLH performance including future share 
price performance.

Financial data: Investors should be aware that certain data included in this Presentation may not have a standardised meaning prescribed by Australian Accounting Standards, and therefore 
may not be comparable to similarly titled measures presented by other entities, nor should they be construed as an alternative to other financial measures determined in accordance with 
Australian Accounting Standards. Certain financial data included in this Presentation is ‘non-IFRS financial information’. OLH believes that this non-IFRS financial information provides useful 
insight in measuring the financial performance and condition of OLH. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on any non-IFRS financial information including any ratios included in 
this Presentation.

Future performance: This Presentation may contain certain forward-looking statements. Such statements can generally be identified by the use of words such as ‘may’, ‘will’, ‘expect’, 
‘intend’, ‘plan’, ‘estimate’, ‘anticipate’, ‘believe’, ‘continue’, ‘objectives’, ‘outlook’, ‘guidance’, ‘forecast’ and similar expressions. Indications of plans, strategies, management objectives, 
sales and financial performance are also forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements, opinions and estimates provided in this Presentation are based on assumptions and 
contingencies which are subject to change without notice, as are statements about market and industry trends, which are based on interpretations of current market conditions. Forward-
looking statements, including projections, indication or guidance on future earnings and financial positions, should not be relied upon as an indication, representation or assurance of future 
performance. No representation, warranty or assurance (express or implied) is given or made in relation to any forward-looking statements by any person including OLH and its Associates. 
Actual results, performance or achievements may vary materially from any projection and forward-looking statements and the assumptions on which those statements are based.

Except as required by law or regulation (including the ASX Listing Rules), PLH disclaims any obligation to provide any additional or updated information whether as a result of new 
information, future events or results or otherwise.

Risks: OLH, and an investment in OLH securities, is subject to known and unknown risks, some of which are beyond the control of OLH. OLH does not represent or warrant any particular rate 
of return or performance of OLH, nor does it represent or guarantee the repayment of capital from OLH or any particular tax treatment.

Not an offer in the United States: This Presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, securities in the United States. The distribution of this 
Presentation in other jurisdictions outside Australia may also be restricted by law. Any failure to comply with such restrictions may constitute a breach of applicable securities law. By 
accepting or accessing this Presentation you represent and warrant the you are entitled to receive such Presentation in accordance with the above restrictions and agree to be bound by the 
representations, terms, limitations, indemnities and disclaimers contained herein.
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Welcome
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▪ Financial year 2021 has been the year of resilience and adaptation for the 
majority of businesses in the Australian economy. Oldfields was no exception 
having exposure to both retailers and building. We are greatly looking forward 
to a fully opened up landscape in 2022.

▪ Shortly you will hear from our CEO Richard Abela on how the financial year 
2021 played out but also the work done in the meantime to positively move 
forward in the years ahead.

▪ All presentations have been lodged with the ASX and are available on the 
Oldfields web site.

▪ While the financial year 2020 had declining building cycles and the start of the 
Covid 19 pandemic … the financial year 2021 saw the full extent of the 
pandemic come to play with the Delta variant and its impacts on society 
movements, business sites and public facilities.

▪ With so many people impacted we firstly want to send our best wishes to all 
those who may have been impacted whether financially or health-wise.



Welcome
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▪ Despite the conditions, we have been working hard in building on and executing 
prior strategic objectives and we believe we are now well placed to capitalize on 
the returning market volumes and confidence.

▪ Part of the new growth will require replenishment of capital and the board and 
management are working on a number of initiatives to provide the required cash 
to fuel organic growth and new business secured.

▪ It is important to note that all shareholders will be invited to participate in new 
opportunities and we will have more to discuss about this later.

▪ Finally I want to thank the Board, Management and Shareholders for all your 
ongoing support. Oldfields is now well placed to capitalize on the teams’ hard 
work, strategic goals and look forward to a fully opened 2022.



Managing Director & CEO

RICHARD ABELA



Review of FY2021 – A year of resilience 
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FY2021 Continued to provide confronting & unpredictable challenges.

Impact on the Scaffolding business

• The year was continually punctuated with lockdowns without notice which played havoc with both 
divisions but in particular the Scaffolding business which operates in 5 states with varying rules.

• Building sites were closed without notice and work was either cancelled or stalled for indefinite 
periods.

• Pipelines dried up with clients providing no guidance as to when they were likely to restart. 
Particularly those connected to Govt or public assets.   

• Internally, the inability to travel made managing branches even more challenging particularly the 
recruitment of key roles in state locations and managing by remote. 

Impact on the Paint business 

• FY2021 also saw store lockouts so servicing clients was moved to a remote model for a time. 
Oldfields experienced growth as our long standing relationships, great quality products and service 
during this time was rewarded.  



Review of FY2021 – A year of resilience 
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The business continues to be responsive to the changing environments 

• Revenue preservation, key staff retention and cost reductions 
were the theme of FY2021. 

• Clients service and relationship maintenance was critical as we 
knew that the work would return and we wanted to be held in 
high regard when it did. This included maintaining of our 
workforce and valued staff which has proven to beneficial now in 
2022

• Service levels remained strong compared to market and this 
earned the business new loyalty and respect as a reliable partner, 
particularly amongst larger maintenance/public works clients.

• Staff realignments were adopted with understanding and a 
positive attitude, as such we have preserved our team. I want to 
thank them for their ownership and loyalty and willingness to be 
part of the Oldfields journey through the last 18 months and into 
the future.

• Cost reductions included some restructuring to build a lower cost
base in many parts of the business which we feel is necessary 
going forward



FY2021 Full Year Review (Audited)
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• Revenue for FY2021 decreased around 8% to $23M mainly due to the impacts 
from COVID-19 lockdowns.

• Gross profit margin further reduced by 3% to 38.6% as a result of general market 
conditions. 

• Operating expenses decreased by around 7% to $9.6M.

• The annual reported EBITDA was $0.2M.

• One-off expenses were $0.4M which included restructuring
costs and relocation costs for the factory.



FY2021 Paint Tool Essentials
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• Year on Year revenue growth of 24%

– Pleasing take up across the board with painter feedback very positive on productivity and finish.

– Home renovation lift during lockdown has assisted.  

• Market share gains – across the board

– Good growth in all product categories. 

– Average purchases by store are increasing and new ranging is gaining pace.

– Wattyl and HBT have selected Oldfields as a preferred supplier.

– Trial with PPG Taubmans underway with positive feedback. 

• International

– New Zealand and United Kingdom sales are growing. 

– The UK distributor is expanding their range with Oldfields.  

– Further UK distribution will be pursued in 2022 based on the positive take up of our products. 

– The pace of these rollouts has stalled (particularly in NZ) due to the Covid 19 pandemic , this will
gather new pace in 2022. 

• On-Line – Online (Click and Collect) presence is now established

– This platform will allow the business an ability to expand our online footprint as the strategy now dictates.

– On line marketing and painter community engagement is escalating.



FY2021 – Scaffolding 
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• Volumes to return as public and government sectors open up.
– Worksites reopening has seen an immediate pick up in the level of quoting. 
– Builder confidence is beginning to return and pipelines are refilling.
– Key sales clients are forecasting a return to pre pandemic volumes as they open hire 

sites to full 
volume post Covid.

• Capacity will be the key to a strong 2021 recovery 
– Capacity from inventory levels to strong management at the branches and job sites are 

being built.
– New ERP systems will be rolled out in 2021.
– New product development & engineering capacity.

• Client mix 
– Ensuring our mix of revenue provides sufficient spread into 

• New Builds & Commercial work
• Maintenance & Shutdowns 
• Domestic construction & renovations

• Production Facility – Henan, China
– This facility is now in operation and will be scaled up to match new demand.
– Proved to be a more resilient location than our previous facility in Southern China in 

respect of supply chain disruptions, power rationing or COVID disruptions.
– Internal skills will also further upscaled and a focus back on innovation



ITEMS OF

BUSINESS



Financial Statements & Reports
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To receive and consider the following reports of the company for
the financial year ended 30 June 2021;

• The financial report (which includes the Statement of Financial Position, Statement of 
Comprehensive Income, Cash Flow Statement and Directors Declaration); and

• The Directors’ Report and Auditor’s Report



Resolution 1
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Re-election of Jonathan William Doy as a Director

“That Jonathan William Doy, who retires by rotation in accordance with the Company's Constitution, and being 
eligible, offers himself for re-election as a Director, be re-elected as a Director.“



Resolution 2
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Remuneration Report

“That the FY2021 Remuneration Report be adopted”



Resolution 3
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Approval of Additional Share Issue Capacity under ASX Listing Rule 7.1A

“That pursuant to and in accordance with ASX Listing Rule 7.1A and for all other purposes, the shareholders of 
the Company approve the issue of Equity Securities up to 10% of the issued capital of Oldfields Holdings Ltd 
calculated in accordance with the formula prescribed in ASX Listing Rule 7.1A.2 and on the terms and conditions 
described in the Explanatory Memorandum which forms part of the Notice of Meeting."
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